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About This Content

Feel the pulse of a world at war. Now with all music from the game, the Grey Goo soundtrack combines the sonic firepower of
Frank Klepacki (composer of Command & Conquer) with the depth and scale of the Budapest Scoring Symphonic Orchestra.

This updated track list includes:

CD 1 - The Beta
1. Grey Goo Main Theme

2. We Have A Breach
3. The Beta

4. We Were Ambushed
5. Battle Stations
6. Beta Formation
7. Are We Certain

8. On the Hunt
9. Crush Under Foot
10. Change Tactics
11. Base Expansion

12. Bring The Hailstorm
13. Go Through Them

14. Wall Defense
15. Skystrike

16. Preparing For Counter Assault
17. The Hand of Ruk
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18. War Has Given You A Voice

CD 2 - The Humans
1. The Humans

2. Abandon Ship
3. Efficient Patrol

4. Analyze Hostile Forces
5. Advancing Position
6. Redgrave’s Location

7. Exploration
8. Assemble and Attack

9. Agile Maneuvers
10. Prisoner Negotiation
11. Increase Production

12. Human Confrontation
13. So That Others May Live

14. Materialize
15. Valiant Assault

16. Catalyst Detonation

CD 3 - The Goo
1. The Goo

2. System At Risk
3. Power Growing

4. Spreading
5. Acquire Data

6. Replicate
7. Protect and Destroy

8. The Pathfinder Program
9. Evolve

10. All Life is Hostile
11. Silence Is Growing

12. Emergent
13. A Greater Threat

14. Eliminate
15. Unified

16. War is Evolving

CD 4 - The Shroud
1. The Shroud
2. Cultivation
3. Propagation

4. Vexation
5. Disruption

6. Exceed the Enemy
7. Exterminate

8. Flourish
9. All Will Be Silenced

10. Vexation (Metal Version)
11. Disruption (Metal Version)

12. Exceed the Enemy (Metal Version)
13. Exterminate (Metal Version)

14. All Will Be Silenced (Metal Version)
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Music composed, produced, performed, mixed and mastered by Frank Klepacki.

Live orchestra and choir production: Dynamedion GbR, Germany
Session management: Pierre Langer
Session booking: Antonello Martina

Session producer: David Christiansen
Orchestrator: David Christiansen

Additional orchestration: Dawit Khosrovian

Orchestra: Budapest Scoring Symphonic Orchestra
Conductor: Tamas Bolba

Choir: Budapest Cantate Choir
Conductor: Zoltan Pad

Pro Tools engineer: Miklos Lukacs
Sound engineer: Gabor Buczko

Recording producer: Miklos Lukacs Jr.
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I think this is the best VR room escape game i have tried! It does a great job of capturing the spirit of the classic internet
browser genre. I look forward to seeing what the dev creates next.. This casual Match 3 game by URSE Games and Buka
Entertainment features 4 princesses of each season and the Snow Queen across 160 different levels in both quest and arcade
mode. Clearing each level requires matching gems of 3 or more, and using magic items to clear away all obstacles and meet the
matching gem requirements for each level.

As the first title of this series, it has good artwork in the game, background music, and easy achievements despite being released
back in 2007. At the same time, this background music may also become repetitive by the time the player plays through a
portion of either quest or arcade mode, especially for those who intend to complete all 160 levels and get all achievements. The
storyline is also almost non-existent as there is only one page of monologue from each different princess or the Snow Queen at
the first and last level of each character's set of levels in quest mode. Yet this game has a certain charm in it from the artwork
and background music that I have decided to write this review after finishing all titles of this series. For a game that offers
around 6 hours of gameplay, this game is recommended when it is at a very attractive price when discounted to less than a
dollar.. DO NOT BUY THIS UNTIL THEY FIX IT!

Can't recommend this game. I've seen tons of people on discussions complaining about freezes at the same points in the game.
I've attempted uninstalling and reinstalling the game twice and lowering graphics to lowest possible and still nothing. I emailed
support almost a week ago and they still haven't replied to me. Can't get a refund because the game's problem happens 8 hours
in. The story was good until I had these issues come up. My last 2 hours of play were doing the same spot as john over and over
until the game froze again and again.

THERE IS NO CUSTOMER SUPPORT!. There's finally more than one male voice actor for all the enemies. I've played a LOT
of local multiplayer games, and I think this is a little gem.

Almost every level introduces a new gameplay mechanic, which causes three things to happen. First: Utter chaos and confusion.
Second: Some people figure out what's happening, and start yelling at everyone else. Third: A collective "Aha!" moment.

But after figuring out the puzzle, you still need to DO it. This is always harder than it looks, due to the madness caused by 5+
characters moving around. The most difficult levels demand a near-telepathic degree of synchronization. Winning those levels
feels amazing.

It's a short game, but it barely repeats any ideas. The designer could have built 40 more levels by recycling stuff, but chose
quality over quantity. (Actually, I'd happily play more levels which recycle the idea from level 13.)

Highly recommended if you want a ridiculous teambuilding activity for 5 or more people. The world needs more games like
this.
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Shenmue III, the full experience.. Sorry, the game have some interesting ideas, but... the developers must choose if they want to
create a real game or continuing to utilize the terrible Cyanide engines!

In the end, the game is bugged: it crash every 3-4 games and it lack a real restore feature.
I don't find any working solution, so I check for a refund.. If you played an older ace combat and liked it, you'll like this one
too. Sorry if you are a joystick elitist. Get twisted af and fly. I'm having a ball. Music is dope as hell. My favorite track is
"Siren's Song" for sure. Great tune to jam while burning Erusian forces to death. This isn't supposed to be realistic. It's supposed
to be badass. 10\/10 can't wait for more solo player content, you make it I'll buy it, Project Aces.. LOVE IT! Gets really tough
but it has that 'just one more try..' thing going on that keeps you coming back for more.. Nice concept \u2013 I actually played it
a lot more than I would have thought. Would love to see something similar in a more open world game, with NPC interaction..
Eh, it's probably okay for what it is; a simple score attack game.

I'm kinda annoyed though, because the video shows a much more leisurely game pace,
and the store description doesn't really make it appearent that all it has is a rush mode where you slap as many windows as
possible while the platform moves up the wall faster and faster.

I thought it was more like "Job Simulator" - and while I shouldn't be making assumptions, I really feel that the game was presented
in a very similar manner. So in the end, it wasn't what I expected, what I wanted or something I'll ever play again.. Plays like a
great SNES game from the hey day of 2d gaming.. Addictive and challenging.. This game used to be really good during before and
up to alpha 16, but alpha 17 came along, and it kinda killed it. The grind for building a base is atrocious, skills are level locked
which really limits what you can do, and is honestly annoying. Would be better if they were just skill point locked instead.
Furthermore, no matter how good of a base you build, it is basically trash, no point in building anything. Its not a base building
survival game anymore. The best thing to do is just level up now, and becomes a zombie grind fest. I would really want to get back
into it to test out the electricity stuff, but I just can't with these changes that make everything pointless.
. Runbow is an addicting, fun and very very colourful game. I'll say that.

ALSO WHY DO I LOVE THE MUSIC SO MUCH
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